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Find more resources on soundbops.com

On/Off
and

Volume

Each coloured bop is  
a different musical note

Stack bops to 
create a chord

Soundbops is a musical instrument designed specifically for children.

Each musical building block represents a musical note.  
We call them “bops”! Simply place a bop on a peg and press  

to play the note, or stack bops together to build a chord.
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Music is Magical!

The box at the top of the page contains music knowledge 
to help you understand music concepts and  

explain them to children.
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Build a Musical Future
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Octaves

Lower Octave

We can expand the number of notes to two octaves with 
our new set of square bops. The notes are repeated but in 
a different octave. These notes have a similar sound but are 

either higher or lower. 
An octave is an interval of 8 notes. That’s why it’s called an 

octave - because octo means eight in Latin.  
Just like an octopus!
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Higher OctaveMiddle c

Play both notes

Try this with other notes

 Do you hear how similar they sound?
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Bass Clef
The lower octave notes sit on the bass clef.  

These are the square bops. 
Again, the notes increase in pitch from low to high  

as they go up the bass clef.

Can you play the notes on the bass clef?
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Treble Clef
We introduced the treble notes in Book 1. These are the 

round bops. Each bop represents a different note. Because 
this a different octave to the bass notes, they are the same 

colours but a different shape so we can tell them apart.

Can you play the notes on the treble clef?
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Bass Clef

Let’s get used to the new set of notes. 
We’ll start with a song that uses only the square bops.
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Now let’s try a song 
in our new octave!

Oh Suzanna Page 12
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Well I come from Al - a - ba - ma

with a ban - jo on my knee

Oh Suzanna
Oh Suzanna
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Oh my true love for to see

And I’m going to Loui - si - a - na

Oh Suzanna
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Oh Su - zan - na, oh

don’t you cry for me

Oh Suzanna
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for I come from Al - a - ba - ma

with a ban - jo on my knee

Oh Suzanna
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Bass and Treble Clef

Let’s put the treble and the bass clefs together.  
This gives us our whole two octave range.  

Now we can play more songs!

wea - sel 
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Now we’re ready
for some songs!

One, Two, Three, Four, Five Page 18

Five Little Monkeys 20

Mary, Mary, Quite Contrary 22 
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One two three four five once I caught a fish a - live

six se - ven eight nine ten then I let it go a - gain

One, Two, Three, Four, Five
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why did you let it go be -cause it bit my fin - ger so

which fin -ger did it bite this little fin - ger on my right

One, Two, Three, Four,  Five 
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Five Little Monkeys

Five lit - tle mon - keys jump - ing on the bed

One fell off and bumped his head

Five Little Monkeys
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Five Little Monkeys

Mum - my called the doc -tor and the doc - tor said

no more mon - keys jump - ing on the bed

Five Little Monkeys
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Ma - ry Ma - ry quite con - tra - ry

How doesyour gar - den grow? With

Mary, Mary, Quite Contrary
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sil - ver bells and coc - kle shells and

pret -ty maids all in a row

Mary, Mary, Quite Contrary
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Rhythm

Can you play the notes with the correct timing?

Some songs also have notes that are half a beat. They are 
played for half the time of one beat notes. And some notes 

last for two or three times longer than one beat notes.

½ ½ 1 1 2 3
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Now we’re ready for 
a song!

Row, Row, Row Your Boat Page 26
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Row, Row, Row Your Boat
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Row, Row, Row Your Boat
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Playing together

The bass and the treble parts can be played by one player 
or by two, with one player taking the treble notes and one 
the bass notes. This is a great opportunity for shared play.

Player 1

Player 2

wea - sel 
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Now we’re ready 
for some songs!

When The Saints Page 30

Frère Jacques 32

London Bridge 34
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When the Saints
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When the Saints
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Frère Jacques
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Frère Jacques
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London Bridge
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London Bridge
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The bass clef is often used to play chords to accompany 
a melody. Try playing the following songs which are made 

up of chords and sing the words and melody on top

Play these chords in time while you sing 
the words. Do you know the tune?

Happy Birthday to you
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Now we’re ready 
for some songs!

Happy Birthday Page 38

Old McDonald 40
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Happy Birthday

Happy

c major f major g major

Happy

Birthday

Birthday

to

to

you

you
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Happy Birthday

Happy

Happy

Birthday,

Birthday

dear

to

______   ______

you!
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Old MacDonald

Old

c major f major g major

EE I I

MacDonald

EE

had

O.

a farm

And
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Old MacDonald

on

EE I I

that farm he

EE

had

O.

a cow

With   a
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Old MacDonald

moo

here  a moo moo

moo here and  a

there  a

moo

everywhere  a

moo there

moo moo
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Old MacDonald

Old

EE I I

MacDonald

EE

had

O.

a farm
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We’re ready to take another 
big step...

Are you ready?

So far, we’ve been using our Soundbops notation to play 
songs. Now, we’re ready to move on to the next stage, using 
and learning the sheet music that musicians use to write and 

read music. And to play some great new songs!
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Notes

Music notation does not normally show the note letter. As 
before, the position on the treble clef indicates the note, 

and we will continue to use the same colours.
Now, the shape of the notes shows how long they should 

each be played.

half  
beat

one 
beat

one
+ 

half 
beats

two 
beats

three 
beats

four 
beats
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Four Beats per Bar

Some songs have four beats in each bar. 
Try counting along ‘one, two, three, four’
and clap on the first beat of the bar.

Clap on the first beat and  
count along ‘one, two, three, four’ 

Clap Clap

4
4
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Now we’re ready 
for some songs!

The Wheels on the Bus Page 48

Sing a Song of Sixpence 50
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The Wheels on the Bus
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The Wheels on the Bus
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Sing a Song of Sixpence
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Sing a Song of Sixpence
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Three Beats per Bar

Some songs have three beats in each bar. 
Try counting along ‘one, two, three’

and clap on the first beat of the bar.

Clap on the first beat and  
count along ‘one, two, three’ 

Clap Clap

4
3
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Now we’re ready 
for some songs!

Jack and Jill Page 54

My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean 56

Amazing Grace 58
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Jack and Jill
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Jack and Jill
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My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean
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My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean
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Amazing Grace






